Experience Superior Connectivity

Connectivity has never been easier. The ThinkVision P27h-20 Monitor delivers an array of connectivity options, allowing you to easily connect to peripherals through the P27h-20’s versatile connectivity ports, for a holistic solution.

- **USB Type-C for Power Delivery and Data**: Experience the power of USB Type-C with its ability to provide up to 90 W power delivery and an Ethernet signal. Equipped with ThinkColor technology, this ensures color accuracy across the entire display range.
- **USB 3.1 Gen1 and Gen2**: Connect to various peripherals with the USB 3.1 Gen1, Gen2, and USB 3.2 ports, ensuring high-speed data transfer.
- **HDMI 1.4**: Supports digital video and audio signals, allowing for a seamless connection to various devices.
- **DisplayPort 1.2**: Provides high-definition video output and supports multi-monitor setups.

Efficient Workspace

The ThinkVision P27h-20 Monitor is designed to maximize your workspace efficiency. With its advanced cable management system, wires don’t get entangled, minimizing clutter. An integrated phone holder, VESA mount, and minimized strain on your neck and back. With flexible cable management system, wires don’t get entangled, minimizing clutter. An integrated phone holder, VESA mount, and minimized strain on your neck and back.

- **Ergonomic Stand**: The stand provides vertical stand with swivel, tilt, and pivot, and increased lift functionality ensures easy positioning of the monitor and reduces entangled, minimizing clutter. An integrated phone holder, VESA mount, and minimized strain on your neck and back.
- **Power Consumption**: The monitor is ENERGY STAR certified and offers Smart Power feature, allowing for automatic power on/off based on your usage.
- **TCO Certified**: Cer...